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Ergonomic comfort with every click: Speedlink
presents the wrist-friendly MANEJO Ergonomic
Vertical Mouse
Weertzen, January 17, 2019: Speedlink presents the MANEJO
Ergonomic Vertical Mouse – a device that makes working in front
of the screen much more relaxing. Plus, it comes in wired and
wireless versions.
Moving a mouse across the desktop for hours on end can cause fatigue
and pain in the wrist. Today it’s common for people to suffer from
repetitive strain injuries or carpal tunnel syndrome. The ergonomic
Speedlink MANEJO mouse offers a relaxing alternative.
“Once the pain sets in, it’s usually too late. That’s why we wanted to
tackle the cause of the issue. We have developed ergonomic products
that promote more natural postures. Our MANEJO Ergonomic Vertical
Mouse enables users to work on their PC without forcing them into
positions that put unnecessary strain on the muscles, tendons, or joints.
The MANEJO allows them to work in a healthy and more relaxed way,”
explained Mike McCoy, Country Manager of Speedlink USA.
The MANEJO mouse is held in a natural position. This means the arm
and wrist are in more neutral positions. Because the Manejo has a
precise, smooth-action scroll wheel, less strain is placed on the fingers
which reduces fatigue.
“Working in front of the screen has given rise to new medical conditions
and forms of strain. In this regard, we will continue to work on
ergonomic alternatives to standard computer peripherals,” said Mike
summing up.
The MANEJO is available as a wired USB and wireless version.
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MANEJO Ergonomic Vertical Mouse – USB, black


Article number: SL-610005-BK-01



3-button right-handed USB mouse



Posture-promoting shape



Ergonomic design



Stylish LED light effects



1,600dpi optical sensor



Encourages a healthy posture



Integrated dpi switch



Smooth and silent high-precision scroll wheel



Perfect for any sized hand



Fast, driverless installation



Cable length: Approx. 1.4 m (approx. 4.6 ft)



Dimensions: Approx. 127 × 72 × 60 mm/5.0 × 2.8 × 2.4 inches
(L × W × H)



MSRP: US$ 39.99

MANEJO Ergonomic Vertical Mouse – wireless, black


Article number: SL-630005-BK-01



Wireless 3-button right-handed mouse



1,600dpi optical sensor



Posture-promoting shape



Ergonomic design



Power-saving mode



8 m/approx. 26 ft range thanks to 2.4GHz technology



Encourages a healthy posture
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Integrated dpi switch



Practical LED status indicator



Smooth and silent high-precision scroll wheel



Perfect for any sized hand



Compact nano receiver stows inside the mouse



Automatic stand-by mode for maximum battery life



Fast, driverless installation



Batteries included (2 × AAA)



Dimensions: Approx. 127 × 72 × 60 mm/5.0 × 2.8 × 2.4 inches
(L × W × H)



MSRP: US$ 49.99

About Jöllenbeck
Jöllenbeck GmbH is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of office & entertainment
peripherals. Since its formation, Jöllenbeck has positioned itself very successfully in
the PC, video gaming console and handheld accessories market. The product portfolio
®
of its own brand Speedlink includes sound systems, headsets, mice, mousepads,
®
keyboards, gamepads, joysticks and various other accessories. Speedlink products
feature impressive cutting-edge technology combined with design excellence and
outstanding functionality. Through Speedlink®, Jöllenbeck is represented in over 40
countries worldwide.
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